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Best Group manages custom Motorsport marketing projects 
for companies all over the world.



EVENTS: 20
CHANNELS: 64
TV LIVE COUNTRIES REACHED: 207
BROADCASTED HOURS: 27.145
BROADCASTED LIVE HOURS: 14.628
HOMES REACHED: 433.000.000
TV & PRESS ON TRACK: 10.000
AVERAGE RACES WATCHED BY TARGET: 14

TRACK SPECTATORS: 2.900.000
TARGET ON TRACK: MEN 80% - WOMAN 20%
AGE TARGET ON TRACK: 70% LESS THAN 35 YEARS OLD
BOUGHT A PRODUCT DUE TO SPONSORING: 70%
WILL TEND TO CHOOSE A MOTOGP BRAND: 78%
SPONSOR ROI: 6,2
COME BACK THE NEXT YEAR: 80%

TV TRACK



84% MALE – 16% FEMALE
AGE: 60% 18-34 YEARS OLD
GLOBAL DATA (WEB SITE, APP & TV APP)
105M SESSIONS
05’26’’ AVERAGE SESSION DURATION
25M USERS
41M VIDE VIEWS
352M PAGE VIEWS 11,7B IMPRESSIONS

2B VIDEO VIEWS
FACEBOOK: 13,6M FANS

TWITTER: 2,6M
INSTAGRAM: 8,5,

YOUTUBE: 2,4M
41M VIDE VIEWS

352M PAGE VIEWS

DIGITAL GLOBAL
PROFILE 

SOCIAL
MEDIA



MOTOGP
The following organisations are the main parties involved in the planning and production of the MotoGP World Championship:

FIM (Federation Internationale de Motorcyclisme) is the sanctioning body of the MotoGP World Championship and is the overall governing 

body of motorcycling sport on a worldwide level. Includes 93 affiliated National Federations and six Continental Unions.

Dorna Sports is the company at the heart of MotoGP which administrates and organises all Grands Prix. The company manages all 
commercial aspects of the sport and organises each event, with responsibilities ranging from marketing, media services, security, time-
keeping and sponsorship co-ordination to TV production and promotion.

IRTA (International Road-Racing Teams Association) was established in 1986 and is the association of all the Grand Prix teams, representing 
their voice in the decision-making process. The organisation works alongside the FIM and Dorna to maintain high standards within MotoGP 
and improve the sport overall

MSMA (Motorcycle Sports Manufacturers’ Association) takes care of the interests of all the constructors involved in motorcycle racing.

Race Direction. Representatives from three of the bodies mentioned above form the Race Direction team at each Grand Prix, with this group 
of people having responsibility for such decisions as declaring race conditions dry or wet. Race Direction namely comprises the following 
persons: An FIM Representative, A Dorna Representative, An IRTA Representative, An IRTA Riders’ Representative

Grand Prix Commission has the authority to make changes to the Road Racing World Championship Grand Prix Regulations (the rules of 
MotoGP).













PADDOCK
The paddock is a reserved and exclusive area close to the track.
Inside, you can find the following: Hospitality Area, Services Area, Motorhome Area, Press Area, 

VIP Village, Box Area, Pit Lane and a space reserved for offices.
The HOSPITALITY AREA allows guests to have a break from the roar of engines during the 
grad prix. A team’s hospitality area offers to its guests a full restaurant and bar service.
The SERVICE AREA is the place where suppliers repair suits, boots, helmets, fairings, change 

tyres and furnish a lot of other services. 
The MOTORHOME AREA is the place where you’ll usually find the drivers while they aren’t in 
the box or on the track.
The PRESS AREA is reserved for journalists and press officers. But some lucky guest can have 

access to the well equipped press room and maybe have a talk with the sport’s most famous 
speakers.
The VIP VILLAGE is an exclusive area managed by Dorna.

The BOX AREA is reserved for staff only, but guests can do a conducted tour with the team’s PR.
The PIT LANE is the area in front of the box between the track wall and the building. 
Anything else is just truck!







WHY MOTOGP
An electrifying and thrilling sport.

The MotoGP Championship is one of the few sports that are internationally known and
the MotoGP sponsorship is a comprehensive and highly effective global marketing tool.

The values expressed by the Championship are Speed, Technology, Efficiency,
Dynamism, Passion and Teamwork and these values settle through the sports
sponsorship of the Championship, the champion or the team, on the brand of the
sponsor company. Sports sponsorship leverages the excitement of a race, a team, a
champion or the championship.

The Brand is at the center of the action and at the center of the attention of the beholder
and not aseptic and external to the action as in the traditional ADV.

The MotoGP audience is young, loyal and close-knit and is strongly linked to the brands
that sponsor the Championship.













SPONSORSHIP
Brand Awareness: a global and powerful audience allows an imprinting like not many other sports.

B2B and B2C: The Paddock village and the hospitality are the instruments for involving in events, clients, commercial networks, 
suppliers, employees. The MotoGP Championship proves to be a flexible instrument capable of creating tailor-made events for 
companies.

The pathos and the adrenaline are the connection to unique and unforgettable moments that strengthen work relationships or 
create new ones.

Sponsoring in MotoGP means belonging to an exclusive club of companies. Facilitated by the teams, and with the advantage 
of the mutual passion, the relationships between sponsors can lead to deals closing even during the race weekend.

Sales: Being associated with a positive emotion creates preference for a brand and, over time, leads to organic sales growth.
Sports sponsorship offers exceptional returns on investment. 

The big companies are aware of this mechanism and that’s why sponsorships are growing rapidly.



The sponsors must not forget that the sponsorship, in itself, is nothing more than the acquisition of marketing and 
communication rights. It is therefore essential to leverage these rights to point out their maximum value and transform 
these rights into marketing amenities (ho capito cosa vuoi dire ma non mi viene il modo).

Amenities enhance the sponsorship investment therefore events in the paddock, outside the paddock, promotions, 
competitions, press releases, newsletters, images, whatsapp groups, social media, promotional marketing, commercials, 
etc, are must have opportunities.

It is easy to see how broad this concept is: brands such as Red Bull, Coca-Cola, Nike or Petronas became famous for their 
smart sponsorship usage, which has often resulted in memorable marketing and branding moments. 

Each sponsor must implement their own set of amenities and events based on their needs, skills, objectives and budget 
with the support of the team but by using their own staff or external agencies. The cost for this investment enhancement 
must be considered additional to the sponsorship fee and It is a must have investment.

Thanks to the enormous experience on its field management, Best Group not only knows exactly the values and costs for 
image rights but how to make the most out of all the possibilities that they offer.

ENHANCEMENT



WITH US IS BETTER
“tell us your objectives, we’ll take care of the rest.”

Best Group collaborates directly and close by with sport organizations, teams and pilots involved in the most prestigious 
Championships. The aim is to provide the company with a unique and custom communication program.

Sometimes the company gets activated by itself … but Best Group, thanks to the experience of its management:

It’s capable to support the company in choosing the most suitable sponsorship formula in to achieve the agreed goals.

Knows the exact values of each transaction and is able to support the negotiation to obtain the best terms price.

Indicates the mix for the best promotion of the sponsorship.

It is able to provide a complete turnkey package, including sponsorship and the BEST SOLUTIONS  for its enhancement. 

Thanks to Best Group, the company can count on a custom and ready-to-use sponsorship formula.





CREATION OF CONTACTS BETWEEN COMPANIES - ORGANIZATION OF STRATEGIC EVENTS

PADDOCK & HOSPITALITY

In the paddocks of the Motorcycle Championship, the centers of the mechanism are the Hospitality structures, meeting 
points in which CORPORATE PEOPLE CAN meet other people, have launch, display new products, advertise their 
brands, establish new relationships, etc. The racing tests and the race itself, the intense experience of the Grand Prix 
championship become together as a precious and intense corollary for CEO’s, managers and executives of companies 
who will be able to attend the tests, travel the circuit along the service road of the tracks, have lunch or dinner together, in
an exiting environment.

BEST GROUP MANAGEMENT makes available to its customers, in addition to the hospitality structure, a “business office” 
location where to carry out B2B – B2C meetings as if you were in one of your companies’ offices.

B2B PADDOCK







Competitions with the accreditation up for grabs

The presence of the pilots at dedicated events

Photo shooting 

Merchandising distribution

Hostesses and branded models

Exhibition of products

Guided tours

Exclusive tribunes

Personalized VIP areas

...Etc

If the company wants to attract new customers, retain 
existing ones, negotiate with suppliers and pamper 
employees, A DAY IN THE WORLD OF SPEED is what it 
takes.

We are talking about an immersive experience within 
the exclusive paddock area, in direct contact with the 
teams and drivers, with access to the pits and the 
possibility of using the service road on the side of the 
track for an unforgettable experience. Not only that, 
the access to the pit lane and the starting grid is 
reserved for selected people, to fully get the 
adrenaline experience.

PADDOCK EVENTS



The program and description of a complete generic service: EXAMPLE

The arrival on the track is expected at 9.00. The welcome procedure varies according to the method of arrival of the 
guests: in a group or separately. If It’s in a group, we will provide a car pass that will allow each and anyone of you to 
reach the parking lot that is closest to the entrance. The group will be expected at the entrance of the circuit and 
accompanied to the reference hospitality for a welcome drink. If separately, depending on the distance from the general 
parking, customers will be accompanied by scooter or car inside the paddock. As appropriate, we will provide all 
detailed instructions before the event starts. The delivery of the gadgets will follow. All guests will be accompanied for a 
generic guided tour of the paddock and then accompanied to the tribune. In turns, at the times made available by the 
team, it will be possible to visit the box. In turns, during race practice or the race, the guests will be accompanied for a 
scooter ride along the track: a unique experience filled with adrenaline. At the end of the race tests, a cognitive walk 
around the paddock will follow: box area, hull repair and painting area, tire dealers, various types of service, hospitality,
kitchens, technical trucks, monobloc circuit with description of the services. Lunch with the team hospitality. Free time. 
Session of photo shooting and autographs with the pilots. Visit to the shop village for purchases. Exit.

THE EVENT







































































BEST GROUP IS THE BEST PARTNER FOR CORPORATES LOOKING FOR EFFECTIVE EVENT 
SOLUTIONS

We manage every element of any sport event, from planning and venue sourcing to 
preparation and the event itself for the most demanding corporates. We offer full event 
production and design, vendor contract negotiation, staffing, sponsor and media 
management, video production, and much more.

Our events are the show inside the show, immersive “brand experiences”. Special meeting for 
dealer, customers and consumers in a sport atmosphere, where the competitive spirit facilitates 
the creation favourable atmosphere for new business relationships

CONCLUSIONS



SINGLE VIEWERS: 450M
FOLLOWERS: 405,5M





COMING SOON



www.best-group.srl

info@best-group.srl

mobile +39 339 8190537

CONTACT US
BEST GROUP SRL

http://www.best-group.srl/

